
Trampoline Tie Down Anchor Kit

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASE JUMPKING    TRAMPOLINE TIE DOWN ANCHOR KIT.   PART # ACC-AK

This kit is designed to be used on any round or rectangle trampoline. It has two basic purposes.  For certain types
trampolines it will enable the owner to move the trampoline without the vertical leg pieces separating from the
frame.  It is also a tie down system for your trampoline.  JUMPKING    has tried to provide a utilitarian tie down
anchor kit for a broad range of applications.  JUMPKING      cannot anticipate every situation or condition where

this kit.  JUMPKING      does not state, grant or imply any guarantees as to performance or appropriateness of
this JUMPKING      Tie Down Anchor Kit, or any of its components, in any application whatsoever.

Your kit should contain:
 (4) Four tie down straps
 (4) Four 13” auger stakes

 JUMPKING   
 3970 Lindbergh Drive
 Addison, TX 75001

 Customer Hot Line: 1-877-927-8777 (8am to 5pm)
 (Central Standard Time)
 www.jumpking.com

INSTALLATION

Make sure the area is free of underground utilities (electrical, gas, phone, water, sprinkler) before installing the
auger stakes.  The installation of this kit should be performed by an adult.

The following procedures primarily apply to round trampolines with (4) four support structures.

Each tie down strap consists of two loop straps that are joined with buckles.  The larger loop goes around the
toprail and under the leg bottom.  The smaller loop goes through the auger stake “eye” and ties the trampoline 
to the ground.



Install an auger stake at the mid point of each leg, about 6 inches
from the outside of the leg base, by rotating the stake and pushing
it into the ground.  The ground should be soft, and it may be
necessary to pre-soften this area with some water before beginning.
A tool, such as a large screwdriver may be placed through the eye
of the stake to form a “T” handle to assist in turning the stake.  We
recommend that gloves be worn during this process.

Rectangle and Other Trampolines

The straps and auger stakes can be used as a (4) four point trampoline tie down system on most other trampolines.
This ties the frame to the ground.  In this case, use the large loop to go around the toprail of the frame close to the
leg.  The length of the strap can be adjusted using the buckle.  The small loop and auger stakes are installed as
discussed above.  Make sure all straps are tight and secure.

1. At the leg of the trampoline, run the longer loop strap around the toprail  and under the bottom of the leg piece.
2. The strap comes up and through the non-toothed opening in the buckle.
3. Then slides back through the next non-toothed opening.  Pull as much slack as you can out of the strap at this time.
4. Slide the strap back up through the toothed opening.  Cinch tightly.
5. Slide the strap back through the �rst opening to complete this strap.

6. Thread the smaller loop strap through the “eye” of the stake.
7. Slide the strap up through the non-toothed opening directly under the toothed opening.
8. Next slide the strap through the toothed opening and cinch tightly.  

Repeat these steps for the remaining tie downs.
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